Moisture-activated temporary filling and sealing material

For the precise location of the apical constriction, electronic means have been proven to be superior to using radiographs. RAYPEX devices ensure precise measurement and feature a unique zoom-in function, which significantly aids endodontic treatment. The latest model, RAYPEX 6, redefines user-friendliness and design standards.

Its design, operation and user-friendliness were developed to a high standard, resulting in a stylish and handy casing, which can be folded flat when not in use. The high-resolution touchscreen with a self-explanatory user-interface is comparable with a smartphone, and the menu guidance was designed to ensure precise and fast navigation through the functions.

For precise length determination, RAYPEX 6 uses the latest multi-frequency technology. The 3-D graphic display constantly indicates the position of the tip of the file, while the automatic zoom-in function in the region of the apical constriction enhances safety in the critical section just before reaching the working length. Acoustic signals allow for a “blind” localisation of the apex.

RAYPEX 6 is ready for use—simply plug-in and start. Any personalisation of display colour and tones, for instance, can be done quickly.

RAYPEX 6 means precise length determination and touchscreen convenience.

Still squeezing those messy tubes?
With Tempit, our unit-dose, moisture-activated temporary filling and sealing material, simply inject into a moist prep, tamp down and then dismiss the patient. Tempit sets in five minutes or less.

Tempit was developed specifically for sealing access cavities between root-canal treatments. It seals medications in and contaminants out between root-canal treatments.

Pre-filled, it eliminates set-up time. Unique delivery provides:
- direct injection without worrying that the material will harden before use;
- no clean-up; and
- eliminates the voids you get when placing other materials.

No more spatulas! No more tubes or jars!

RAYPEX 6—State-of-the-art technology
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Tempit is packaged in 30 tips of 0.35g each in a jar.
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